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Abstract

A wavelet based technique for multiple point targets detec-
tion in InfraRed image sequences in presence of clutter is
proposed. Most existing approaches assume target of sev-
eral pixels size or of Gaussian shape with variance of 1.5
pixel. We develop detection and tracking algorithm for sin-
gle pixel targets. We also propose a modified pipeline al-
gorithm for tracking multiple single pixel targets with large
motion (��� pixels) in an Infrared image with occlusion
due to IR clouds and background noise.

1 Introduction

Most of IRST (Infrared Search and Track) systems assume
Gaussian distributed size or blob size target [21]. In such
cases, matched filtering ([11], [13]) approach can be used
for target detection. These approaches cannot be extended
to single pixel targets (i.e. point targets). Another prob-
lem with point targets is that intensity alone cannot be used
as matching criterion for detection because the target inten-
sity varies continuously with changing distance between the
imaging device and target. Moreover, clutter (clouds) also
causes change in intensities. In such a situation, detection
of point target requires integration of target intensity over
multiple frames ([10], [18]) and exploitation of motion.

Adaptive algorithm based on TDLMS (Two Dimensional
Least Mean Square) is proposed for target detection in [2].
In our simulations, we found that TDLMS algorithm is very
slow in case of large frame size. Recently, nonlinear filters
have been widely used for clutter suppression ([15], [16]).
Sequential probability ratio test [5] and dynamic program-
ming (DPA) [4] based approaches proposed by Blostein and
Barniv are computationally expensive. In [8] different mod-
els for target and clutter are specified and a matched filter
is used to detect the target in the presence of clutter. Dif-
ferent methods based on differencing two images are pre-
sented in [7] to suppress the background and retain only
the target. Temporal based algorithm using triple tempo-
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ral filter (TTF) for simultaneous detection and tracking of a
point target in consecutive IR frames based on six parame-
ters is presented in [6]. For naval surveillance, a method is
proposed in [17] to remove the temporally correlated back-
ground clutter based on discrete KLT transform of the vec-
tors representing the columns of the image. Multiple blob
size targets detection was carried by exploiting temporal de-
composition in [12].

In our proposed method we apply temporal decomposi-
tion to detect multiple targets in the presence of clutter using
change detection map. Output of this stage is given to the
tracking phase as candidate target list.

Along with target detection, tracking of multiple targets
in the presence of clutter is paramount in any IRST system.
Different methods to track multiple targets based on multi-
ple hypotheses testing (MHT) have been proposed in [19]
and [20]. Target tracking based on probabilistic data asso-
ciation (PDA) and Joint PDA is described in [3], [14] and
[22]. All these methods are computationally expensive and
have little scope for real time application.

A pipeline algorithm proposed by Wang et.al. [9] is
able to detect and track pixel-sized moving target in noisy
environment having continuous and smooth trajectories.
The disadvantage with this approach is that it works with
only slow target movement, typically 1-2 pixels per frame.
Moreover, computationally it is expensive for large image
frame, since it forms a pipe for every pixel in the frame. An-
other problem with this method is that it is not able to track
a target in case of occlusion caused by clouds over several
frames. We propose a major modification of [9] whereby we
are able to overcome the above drawbacks. In the proposed
method, constant acceleration Kalman filter is used to pre-
dict the position in next frame. A search window is formed
around this predicted position. A pipe is formed at all pixels
only inside the search window and not the whole frame. As
will be seen later, this helps in handling large target motion
(��� pixels), occlusion due to clouds, and binary noise.

Our algorithm for point target detection and tracking is
as follows: the first phase detects targets in the image se-
quence using proposed wavelet based technique and in the
second phase multiple targets are tracked using modified
pipeline algorithm, wherein a constant acceleration Kalman



filter is used for tracking. This tracking algorithm updates
or deletes existing tracks and may initiate new tracks using
the output of the detection phase. The paper is organized
as follows. In Section 2, the wavelet based target detection
scheme is introduced. The modified pipeline algorithm is
described in Section 3. Simulation results are presented in
Section 4.

2 Wavelet Based Detection

A target appears as a point in an image sequence when it is
very far from the sensor. The task now is to detect multiple
point targets and track them in the presence of occlusion and
noise. In such cases segmentation based techniques will fail
due to point nature of the targets. It is not possible to clas-
sify point target from noise pixel. To detect target in such an
environment we exploit a change detection algorithm based
on temporal multiscale decomposition.

2.1 Temporal Multiscale Decomposition

A temporal multiscale decomposition allows one to detect
and to characterize various dynamical behavior of the ele-
ments present in a scene. To detect small moving objects
in a clutter background, a longer temporal integration is
required in absence of any texture information. All these
temporal signals can be considered as constant signals, i.e.
there is no frequency content in the absence of any inten-
sity variation or any moving object. Wavelet transform is
widely used to give better time-frequency localization. A
wavelet basis is composed of a family of functions adjusted
by two parameters: one for the position (in time) �, the other
for the scale, �. The wavelet basis ������ can be written as
follows:
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The original temporal signal is denoted � �. At a given level
� the signal ��, called approximation signal, is split up into
two terms : a new approximation signal at a coarser scale
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(� is equivalent to a low pass filter) and a signal coding the
difference in the information,	���
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(
 is equivalent to high pass filter). 	� characterizes high
temporal frequencies components. Following levels 	 �,
	� � � � correspond to lower frequency bands. The Harr ba-
sis is used in experimentation, since, as the number of fil-
ter coefficients increases, large number of image frames are

required for temporal multiscale decomposition, which in-
troduces further delay in making decision. The advantage
of temporal multiscale decomposition is that no preprocess-
ing technique, like spatial smoothing (low pass filter or me-
dian filter) is required. Preprocessing has the disadvantage
that single pixel targets may get eliminated. The temporal
multiscale decomposition allows to build temporal intensity
change maps at various temporal scales. These maps indi-
cate whether there is temporal change or not. These binary
maps are intermediate decision maps representing presence
or absence of temporal changes at each resolution level.

A two-hypotheses likelihood ratio test is applied to val-
idate temporal changes at each scale. By inclusion of hy-
potheses and, hence, likelihood ratio test, the motion de-
tection issue is solved in statistical frame work. Two com-
peting hypotheses are compared : hypothesis �� (no tem-
poral change at �) and hypothesis �� (temporal change at
�). The log-likelihood ratio corresponding to hypotheses
�� and�� is derived and the decision step is formalized as
:
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where ���� is the resulting expression of the log-
likelihood ratio in the maximum likelihood sense. � is a
threshold which may be inferred from tables of statistical
laws. At each scale �,
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���� follows �� distribution with three degrees of free-
dom. � is the size of the window in terms of pixels centred
at point �� and ���� ��� indicates the relative location of pix-
els w.r.t. the centre of window. ��� is variance of the pixel
intensity within the window. It is important to note that the
above likelihood ratio test is applied to difference in infor-
mation image, 	�, and not to the original image. At least
three levels of the wavelet transform are required to allow
us to correctly discriminate the various dynamical behavior
present in the scene. The following heuristics are used to
characterize three specific dynamical behavior.

� If a pixel at time � is detected as temporal change for at
least three successive temporal scales, then with very
high probability it is a moving object.

� If a pixel at time � is never detected as temporal change
at any temporal scale, then it is static.



Figure 1: Change Detection Map at frame number 2 (IR clips:1)

Figure 2: Target Identification after Postprocessing of Change Detection Map at frame number 2 (IR clips:1)

� If a pixel at time � is detected as temporal change in at
most two successive temporal scales, it is likely to be
a temporary temporal change, and most likely due to
noise.

2.2 Postprocessing for Target Detection

In order to make the detection scheme robust to clutter
and noise, a post processing technique is proposed. More-
over, for point target detection, postprocessing will reduce
false alarm and misdetection. Change detection map is
segmented and then all segments having size larger than a
threshold defined by Æ�� are removed. From a segmented
image, candidate target list is prepared and used for further
processing. List contains information about size and cen-
troid location of each segment. Special attention is required
in three different cases which arises in IR image sequences:

� The clouds may be moving with a significant speed,
i.e. background is not stationary and continuously
varying.

� Clouds are scattered and appear like blob sized targets.

� Edges of any undesired object or clouds in image se-
quences significantly contribute to change detection
map.

The edge effects and small size clutter which appear like a
small target are eliminated using the following procedure:

1. Local contrast ������ ���: let us consider an image
pixel ���� ��� which is candidate point target from a
list prepared after segmentation, belonging to a seg-
ment�� of the segmented image. ������ ��� is defined
as
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where ����� ��� is the gray level value of the pixel
at ���� ���, �� is the size of neighborhood window in
terms of pixels and �� is defined as
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where �� is the neighborhood window defined by a
circle of radius � centered at ���� ���. ������ ��� is
compared with predefined threshold �. If it crosses the
threshold it may be a point target. It ensures that blob
sized scattered cloud or edge effects will be removed.

2. If the above threshold is crossed at point ���� ��� then
to avoid the problem of small size clutter, its inten-
sity is compared with intensity of pixels within eight-
connected region only. Consider a pixel at ���� ���,



then we accept or reject it as a candidate target as per
the following: if � ����� ��� � ����� ��� � � �

for ����� ��� � �	���� ���� �� �� then reject.
Here �	���� ��� is the eight-connected neighbor of
���� ���.

3. Output of the above step gives isolated point target.
Temporal decomposition and likelihood ratio test en-
sure that this isolated point is not due to noise.

Once moving targets are detected by the above method,
tracking module updates existing tracks and a new temporal
filter is created if none of the existing tracking filter can be
associated with this moving targets. If no data is available
during ten iterations, i.e. ten successive predictions without
any correction, the temporal filter is killed.

3 Tracking using Modified Pipeline
Algorithm

The pipeline algorithm proposed in [9] is able to detect and
track targets having 1-2 pixel movement per frame. To track
a target with large movement (��� pixels per frame), the
window size needs to be increased and hence it leads to

� False alarm due to increased search neighborhood in
continuity filtering algorithm (CFA).

� Consequently, taking centroid position of Temporal
Window Column (TWC) as a detected target position
will not be correct.

� Number of additions per pixel increase by !�� ��
with increase in maximum detectable target move-
ment, where N is the number of pixels in a frame.

To overcome these, we propose a modified pipeline algo-
rithm. We propose the use of a variable slope pipe as shown
in Figure 3. Pipeline algorithm consists of two major com-
ponents: (i) fixed length TEST PIPE of temporally adjacent
image frames. At each iteration a frame from the bottom of
the test pipe is discarded and new frame is added to top of
the pipe and other frames are shifted in pipe by one position.
(ii) AND PIPE (AP), consists of two image frames and a
single blank frame called Target Frame (TF). The CFA uses
the AND PIPE to test continuity of the target pixel. The
algorithm is as described below.

1. Initialize the AND PIPE (AP) by adding a frame to the
top at each cycle.

2. Initialize the TEST PIPE (TP) with ��� frame cycles,
where � is the number of frames in TP.

3. At each time step,

(a) A constant acceleration based Kalman filter is
used in a predictor mode, which predicts the tar-
get position in the next frame.

(b) i. Update the AP.

ii. Apply the CFA in AP.

(c) i. Update the TP by adding the output frame of
the AP in each cycle to the top of the TP.

ii. Form a search window around the predicted
position given by the Kalman filter. Apply
the TWC at each pixel �"�� #�� in the search
window and sum the intensities. This greatly
reduces the computational load. This sum is
given by:
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where ��$ and � are the dimension of the
TWC in the TP.

iii. If sum is greater than threshold (determined
by possible target intensities) then go to Step
3(d), else consider it as occlusion and go
back to Step 3(a) for the next time step.

(d) Compute the intensity centroid. Find the Eu-
clidean distance between the current position and
the previous position and compare it against a
threshold. If it is below the threshold then, ac-
cept as trajectory pixel and record in the TF else
reject.

Figure 3: Modified Test Pipe

The modified pipeline algorithm requires coarse estimate
of initial velocity. To overcome this, the output of target
detection phase is used in following way.

� The candidate target list is formed using the first two
frames.

� Using nearest neighbor technique with maximum ve-
locity constraint, associate candidate from one list to
another list, which provides estimation of velocity.



� Initiate a new target track if association is not possible
for any candidate target in the list.
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Figure 6: Innovation Error

4 Simulation and Results

Synthetic InfraRed images are generated using real time
temperature data [1]. Intensity at different points in images
is function of temperature, surface property and other envi-
ronmental factors. We are using Gardner’s method to syn-
thesize InfraRed clouds. For simulation purpose, the gener-
ated frame size is ���� 	 �	
 and the target movement is
��� pixels per frame. In simulation, eight frames are used
to detect the target, i.e., the target is seen for a short duration
for detection. No assumptions are made on the velocity of
the target.

Figure 1 represents temporal change at each pixel, found
using the wavelet based technique. It also shows clutter.
The clutter is removed by postprocessing of the change de-
tection map. The detected candidate targets are shown in
Figure 2. We have also tested the proposed target detection
algorithm on real IR image sequence. The results are not
included in this paper due to space constraint.

Figure 4 shows the trajectories of targets formed using
the modified pipeline algorithm. We also tested our pro-
posed modified pipeline algorithm with IR images having
binary noise. The proposed algorithm performs well even
in the presence of binary noise as shown in Figure 5. Use
of Kalman filter helps us to take care of occlusion of target
over number of frames (see frame no. 17 to frame no. 23 in
Figures 4 and 6 for target no. 1). The innovation error in �
and � positions of the targets is illustrated in Figure 6. We
define the signal to clutter + noise ratio (SCNR) as

%��� � �� ��
�%� � ��

�

���
(8)

where %� is the minimum intensity value at a pixel in the
presence of target,  � is the average value of the clutter

plus noise and ��� is clutter plus noise power. With a proper
choice of � and Æ�� the proposed scheme works very well
with SCNR � � dB.

5 Conclusions

For large frame size and large target movement, wavelet
based detection scheme performs well in the presence of
clutter and noise. The performance of proposed detection
and tracking technique is satisfactory even in the presence
of multiple targets, clutter and binary noise.
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